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INTRODUCTION

This e-book is targeted for business professionals who are somewhat familiar with
personal branding but have not really immersed themselves in it and want to learn more.
It’s also intended for those who are totally in the dark about personal branding but are
aware of its ever-increasing importance and would like a comfortable segue into the
basics.
The first part of the book provides answers to some of the most frequently asked questions
about personal branding. The second part is a small collection of branding principles and
concepts that add additional clarity to some of the FAQ answers.
This is the first in a series of publications about branding and the incredible force it delivers
in the 21st century business environment.
If you would like to be included in the distribution of future publications, please provide your
name and e-mail ID in the form located on my company’s web site, MeridiaSystems.com.
E-mail IDs are not shared or distributed and you may opt out at any time.
Best regards,

Chip Hartman
MeridiaSystems.com, LLC, Integrated Writing & Visual Services
973.331.0948 (Tel) 862.207.9504 (Mobile) 973.331.0937 (Fax)
http://www.meridiasystems.com
http://www.wintherace21.com
chip@meridiasystems.com
http://linkd.in/ng8pOw
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WHAT IS PERSONAL BRANDING?
First, let’s clarify some terms. There are basically three types of brands:
1. Corporate Branding
2. Product Branding
3. Personal Branding
Branding — in any of its incarnations — is all about image, influence, perception, and
reputation. With regard to personal branding, the basic question it tries to answer is this:
“How can I influence the perceptions that others have of me
in order to enhance my reputation?”
One of the better definitions of personal branding (in my view) is:

TSS = “The Sweet Spot”

Your personal brand is the “mental picture” others have of you.
It’s the sum total of values, talents and actions that others tend to automatically
associate with you.
The figure at left shows the ideal nexus of conditions required for all successful personal
brands: Providing what you do best ► to people who have a clear demand for it ► while
basking in the knowledge that your competitors struggle doing what you do.
When those three factors mesh, you’re in the
“sweet spot” with your brand.
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WHY SHOULD I CARE ABOUT PERSONAL BRANDING?
There are literally hundreds of reasons why you should care (and care deeply!) about your
personal brand. Here are just a few:


Your brand is your reputation. How important is it for you to have a good reputation?



You’ve heard the expression “perception is everything.” It’s really true … which means
that if you don’t proactively brand yourself (i.e., build up a powerful set of professional
attributes), others will assign a brand to you – pretty much by default.
CAUTION: YOU MAY NOT LIKE WHAT THEY COME UP WITH !



The availability of employment and business opportunities has declined sharply over the
last decade. That in turn means the following:
a) Competition in the marketplace is fierce.

[1]
Let’s say you’re a nuclear reactor “cooling
rod” technician … OK, so maybe you don’t
have to worry so much about differentiation.
But if you’re an IT Manager who routinely
competes against 82,000 other IT Managers
for the same position, you’d better find a way
to elevate your image and value above
everyone else’s. A strong personal brand can
do that for you

Chip Hartman, 8/12/2011
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b) As a result of the intense competition, it’s getting increasingly difficult to
differentiate yourself from others in the crowd. The reason, very simply, is that
there’s just too much “crowd.” [1]


Because there is an almost endless parade of new advances in Internet technologies and
applications, there’s increasing pressure to keep up with the technology.



If you’re not keeping up with the Internet and social media (or perhaps have resigned
yourself to remain a bystander), you have almost no chance of attracting opportunities.
You MUST get your name and value “out there.”
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WHAT MAKES UP A STRONG PERSONAL BRAND?
This question can best be answered by ASKING five (5) brief questions:
1. Does your network (or do your customers) know you’re “out there”?
(VISIBILITY)
2. What do you do better than anyone else? What makes you the “go to guy” for this or
that?
(UNIQUENESS)
3. Do people perceive you as being authentic? Genuine? Believable?
(CREDIBILITY)
4. What are the benefits of doing business with you? Are they relevant to the market?
(VALUE & RELEVANCE)
5. Do people feel an emotional connection with you or your services?
(EMOTIONAL CONNECTION)

By using these questions as a set of criteria, you can gauge how strong your brand is.
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HOW DO YOU BUILD A PERSONAL BRAND?
In general, there are four phases involved in building a personal brand:
1. Determine your brand attributes.
Understand the special skills and talents you have and how they can be used in the
market. From that information, develop what might be thought of as your “brand
attribute profile.” Pay special attention to those attributes that clearly differentiate you
from others.
2. Develop your brand and build your brand platform.
Based on the results from Phase 1, decide exactly which attributes are your strongest,
most credible, most well-differentiated, and have the greatest potential for producing
benefits that appeal to your target customers. Begin to think about how you would
summarize your unique value in just a brief phrase (like a tagline). Also: Be sure you’ve
determined what your communications hub will be … ALL BRANDS NEED A PLATFORM!
For many individuals, their brand platform is a web site with supporting marketing
materials and/or a blog, but whatever it is, be sure to engineer connections to social
media sites and business networking sites.
3. Deploy your brand.
Let people know you exist. Communicate your brand message with clarity, consistency,
and regularity. Attend networking events, write articles, comment on blogs, connect with
people on social networks, etc… Start to view your brand platform as the launching pad
for your brand message.
4. Maintain your brand.
Get in the habit of monitoring and maintaining your brand and performing any necessary
“repair work” (usually via Google Alerts).
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WHAT ARE THE “HANDS-ON” ELEMENTS OF A BRAND?
A personal brand can be thought of as part “mental component” and part “tangible,
hands-on components.”
Mental Component
For a personal brand, you must:


Establish the best mind set (you may need to change your behavior ... and that can take
awhile).



Be diligent ... you need to believe in your brand and conduct yourself at all times with
your brand in the forefront of your thinking.

Tangible, Hands-On Components (not a comprehensive list)
Mission, Vision Values [1]
LinkedIn Profile (optimized)
Blog
Business Card, Email Signature

Value Proposition Statement [2]
Social Media Profiles
Brand "Broadcast" Slideshow
Leave Behind

Professional Resume
Platform Web Site
Elevator Pitch
Press Release, Press Kit

[1] and [2]

Most individuals find that having a clearly defined Mission/Vision/Values statement along with a clearly
articulated Value Proposition statement puts them on the fast-track for serious branding work. There are
templates available online for both of these documents.
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WHAT ARE THE BIGGEST CHALLENGES OF BRANDING?
Developing a strong personal brand can pose many obstacles for those who attempt to do it
completely on their own. Among the most important challenges are:
OBJECTIVITY
It’s very difficult to be objective about yourself. That’s the reason why so many individuals who
start out trying to brand themselves ultimately fail.
UNDERSTANDING THE BRANDING PROCESS
Developing a viable brand and brand identity is quite challenging. It involves design, psychology,
and a solid foundation in marketing, particularly inbound marketing. The process includes:
1. discovering your strongest brand attributes
2. developing and maintaining the brand itself (with identity, strategy, positioning, etc.)
3. deploying the brand effectively on the Internet
COMMUNICATION
Developing a robust brand is one thing; deploying it effectively is quite another. The challenge is
to be able to do both successfully. Deployment is how well you communicate your brand.
CONSISTENCY
You’ve got to be rock solid in terms of getting your brand message out in a consistent manner.
PARADIGM-SHIFTING
You have to begin thinking like a publisher of great content, not an advertiser of a great product
or service. Why? Because in the 21st century marketplace, people gravitate more toward
demonstrable talent than they do toward overt marketing and advertising. Give people a great
reason for wanting to connect with you and they will!
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WHAT ARE SOME MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT BRANDING?
Some of the more frequently-expressed misconceptions about personal branding are:
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“My title is my brand … I don’t need a brand.”
If that were true, anyone with an impressive-sounding title could convey her value,
talents, and unique benefits with her title alone. I dare you to find anyone with a title that
can accomplish that.



“It takes too much time and effort to establish a personal brand and I believe that my
time investment will exceed the benefits I accrue.”
Yes, it does take time and effort. But your investment in branding is what gives your
marketing its “clout.” If you’re marketing without a brand, you’re marketing in an
“identity vacuum,” i.e., people don’t really “know” you — so why would you expect them
to place value in your advertising or marketing collateral?



“My logo is my brand.”
Absolutely not. Anyone can have a logo. But to have a logo that instantly gives you name
and brand recognition, you’ve got to have a brand message planted before the brand
identity is conceived. Get your brand built and “be happy wearing it” … then get yourself
a logo if you feel you need one.



“I don’t HAVE a brand.”
That’s just not true. You DO have a brand. It may not be the one you’d like to have, but if
you’ve neglected to be proactive about creating your brand, you run the risk of having
people assign one to you — and it’s possible that it may be less than flattering.
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IS THERE AN EASY WAY TO VISUALIZE PERSONAL BRANDING?
Although there are literally thousands of definitions, my favorite is the “mathematical model”
developed by David Zinger from Winnipeg, Canada.
Zinger developed an equation to capture what personal branding is:

Personal Brand = ( Strengths + Value + Visibility ) x Engagement
Here’s what it means:
Your personal brand is made up of three distinct attributes (Strengths, Value and Visibility)
and the degree to which you are actively engaged with each one.
The implications of David’s equation (as I see them) are:




Each attribute alone is insufficient to sustain a brand.
A brand cannot be sustained by having just one or two of these attributes; all three are
necessary.
But even all three attributes combined are still insufficient to sustain a brand – if there is
minimal or no engagement with each one over time.

If my algebra is still in good shape, I can re-state David’s equation in a different (albeit clumsier)
way:
Personal Brand = (Strengths x Engagement) + (Value x Engagement) + (Visibility x Engagement)

I encourage you to read David’s original article, “The One Ball: Your Personal Brand Equation”:
http://www.davidzinger.com/the-one-ball-your-personal-brand-equation-2519/
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WHY PERSONAL BRANDING IS SO IMPORTANT:
1

2

3

You’ve painstakingly built your brand.
You’ve built an online platform from which
to broadcast your brand message.

As a result of # 1, your brand gives you
stature in the marketplace because of its
track record for CVD (Consistent Value
Delivery).

As a result of # 2, your brand is now widely
known, respected, and valued. You can
command the price you seek for your
products and services because they are no
longer viewed as commodities.

Through your diligent efforts, you gain
trust by being reliable and by
delivering value consistently
over time.
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And because you’ve established yourself as
someone people know, like and trust, you’ve
acquired the power of name recognition …
or even better, brand recognition!

© 2011 MeridiaSystems.com, LLC

Because you’re in competition with so few
others, you’ve won the battle to negotiate!
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YOU’VE GOT TO BE GENUINE and AUTHENTIC … YOU CANNOT “FAKE” A BRAND

You cannot be something you’re not. You MUST be
authentic if you want to be perceived that way.
Image credit:
http://www.blogcdn.com/www.comicsalliance.com/media/2011/03/goldfish20shark.jpg
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HOW DO YOU MEASURE UP ON THESE KEY BRAND ATTRIBUTES?

Your key branding attributes must be displayed clearly, consistently, and persistently over time.

TIME
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RESOURCES, CREDITS & ACKNOWLEDGMENTS:
J. D. Gershbein, Owlish Communications, Chicago, IL
http://www.owlishcommunications.com/owlish-media.html
Watch the video: It will be well worth the 7 minutes you invest! Good information on LinkedIn, too!
William Arruda
http://www.williamarruda.com/
http://www.careerdistinction.com/ Career Distinction: Stand Out by Building Your Brand (with Kirsten Dixon)
Dan Schawbel
http://mashable.com/2009/02/05/personal-branding-101/
A personal branding specialist with a distinct focus on the younger generation
Gary Vaynerchuk
http://garyvaynerchuk.com/post/78892962/the-personal-brand-gold-rush-is-going-on-where-are-you
Watch the video. Get juiced by Gary V.’s enthusiasm!
Chris Brogan
http://www.chrisbrogan.com/my-best-advice-about-personal-branding/
Chris Brogan’s best advice about personal branding: plus links to other great articles!
Jonathan Duarte (check out his personal branding YouTube videos)
Eric Swartz (“The Tagline Guru”, www.taglineguru.com)
Jason Alba (personal friend and author of the best-seller I’m On LinkedIn – Now What?)
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SPECIAL THANKS TO:
Dr. Walter F. Guarino, President, Insight | SGW Marketing and Communications, Montville, NJ
(Corporate & Product Brand Master, Futurist, Technologist, Educator and Attorney. My mentor in the world of branding)

IMAGES USED IN THIS SLIDE DECK:
Images used in the preparation of this presentation were acquired from three sources: 1) Bigstockphoto.com; 2) iStockPhoto.com; and 3) Google Image
Searches. In the first two cases, appropriate licenses for use were purchased. However, aside from the images carrying on-page attribution, certain
images obtained from general Internet searches were not traceable to their originators/license-holders.
If you are the copyright holder on any image shown in this presentation and would like the image either removed or specifically attributed, please contact
Chip Hartman via e-mail at: chip@meridiasystems.com . The slide deck will be adjusted accordingly within 48 hours of receipt of your request.
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See how we can help you with your writing, branding, marketing, and advertising needs!
Our 2011 marketing brochure is available here:
http://www.meridiasystems.com/docs/mersys-brochure-2011.pdf
Get a copy of our previous e-book, Turbocharge Your LinkedIn Profile here:
http://www.meridiasystems.com/docs/linked-in-presentation.pdf
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